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Time to walk the talk

In this issue - the first of 2008 - we take our

now traditional review of the highlights of

2007. And what a year it was. For many, 2007

will be remembered as the year of the tower

crane - and all for the wrong reasons. January set the mood with the Falcon

Crane Hire collapse in Liverpool continuing the sombre mood from the end of the

previous year. The Select Plant, Croydon 'no bolts' fiasco followed in June.

The tower crane is seen by many economists as a highly visible indicator of the

economy. And from the number of tower cranes dominating city skylines last,

and this year the economy looks in good shape. 

But the grey clouds (hopefully not high winds?) are gathering - not just in the UK

but also North America. The main problem is the increased or perceived increase

in the frequency of tower crane accidents. Unfortunately, when a tower crane

has a significant accident, it tends to be spectacularly visible, very messy and

can make global news.

The problem is that legislators, spurred on my unions and campaigners feel that

they need to be seen to be doing something about it due to the high profile of

these accidents. The tower crane industry has not helped itself in this regard,

and has been guilty in the past of cutting corners, often pushed along by 

contractors who talk from both sides of their mouths - pushing the safety mantra

demanding all sorts of backside-covering documentation and yet on site pushing

crane operators to carry on lifting when the wind is too high or the load slightly

too heavy, not to mention opting for low bids when selecting crane suppliers.

The tower crane industry on both sides of the Atlantic is making great strides to

'get its house in order' and there is a tremendous desire from most companies to

be the very best that they can. But you only need look at this month's letter 

section to see that there are still some cowboys out there that continue to

threaten what is generally a diligent and increasingly safety conscious industry. 

Of course everyone wants to eradicate accidents and deaths in the industry.

There is already more than enough information and training courses. But maybe

now is the time for the industry to stop 'talking the talk and perhaps trying to

walk the walk'. If not we may be forced into an imposed solution which, 

everyone knows, is never the best solution.

Mark Darwin

Please mail, email or fax any comments you may have, to the editor, 

stating if we may publish them or not.
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